
 

ENSI Cup 
 

IKO KYOKUSHINKAI STYLE ORGANIZATION 

HOKU-SEI SHIBU RESTIRCTED KYOKUSHIN KARATE 

INTERNATIONAL CUP 

 

06.03.2022 (Sunday) 
 

Purposes of the content 
 

 Promotion of Kyokushin karate 

 the expansion of youth education and selection options 

 deepening of the friendship within the international scene 
 

Competition site and event date: 
 

 06.03.2022  (sunday) 

 Törökbálint Sportközpont Cseh László Uszoda 2045 Törökbálint, Óvoda str. 6 
 

Organizer: 
 

 IKO Kyokushinkai Style Organization SE, Érdi Kyokushin Karate Sport Egyesület 
 

Participants in the competition: 
 

 Competitors of Hoku-seishibu and invited associations, clubs 
 

Competition rules: 
 

 based on IKO Kyokushinkai style organization knock-down competition rules 
 
 

Entry rules: 
 

 

 Valid „Contest enabled” sport doctor registration 

 Sport licence for year 2022  

 declaration for year 2022 

 Payment of entryfee 

 Well-groomed look, short nails 

 Clean karate gi with Kanji 

 

It’s the club leader’s responsibility to have all the above mentioned and their own protective gear 
The entry is invalid in the absence of anything. 
 
 

 
 

  



 
 
Categories - Fight 
 

 kids III.: 2014-2015 

 kids II.: 2012-2013 

 kids I.: 2010-2011 

 adolescent: 2008-2009 

 youth: 2006-2007 

 junior: 2004-2005 

 adult women: 2003 and before 

 adult men 2003 and before 

 senior women: 1986 and before 

 senior men: 1986 and before 

 
 
Weight groups: 
 

 Junior boys  : -65kg/-75kg/+75kg                                girls: -60kg/+60kg 

 Adult men     :  -70kg/-80kg/-90kg/+90kg                  women: -55kg/-65kg/+65kg 

 Senior men   :  -80kg/+80kg                                          women: open 
 
 

Further categories are separated by halving or thirding 
 

Must have protective gears: 
 

Kids and adolescent categories:  
 

 shinguard, groinguard/chestprotector, headprotector with grill, gloves 

 body shield is obligatory in category of kids III, 

 body shield is obligatory in the first round in category kids II, kids I and adolescent 
 

Youth/Junior/Senior categories: 
 

 shinguard, groinguard, chestprotector, headprotector, mouthguard, gloves 
 
Adult category: 
 

 groinguard, chestprotector, mouthguard 
 

Fight times: 
 

 kids:  1+1 minutes,  

 adolescent: 1,5+1minutes 

 youth:  2+1 minutes 

 junior: 2+2+1 minutes 

 adult women, men, senoir: 2+2+weight (min 3 kg)+2 minutes 
 
Awards: 
 

 I.place: trophy, medal, diploma 

 II-III.places: medal, diploma 
  



 
 

Program 
 

 11:00               Registration, weightcontroll 
 12:30               Opening of the doors for the spectators 

 13:00 –            Opening ceremony 

 13.10               Kumite 

 17.00               Announcement of the results 

 18:00               Closing of the building 
 

Before entering the hall everyone must pass a temperature controll 
Throughout the whole event, only the competitors, trainers, judges and helpers can enter the lower  level. 
The spectators can only move around the stand area. 
Other than the just competing fighters and the judges everyone must wear a mask which covers the 
mouth and the nose! 
During the fights only one person can be behind a just competing fighter! 
 
Entry fee: 

 

 All cathegories         12 Euro/person 

 There is no entrancefee for spectators, but there is the option to support the organisation through 

voluntary donation 

 
Registration method 
 

 Via email to the following adress: kuruczkyo@gmail.com 
 

Registration deadline 

 

 March 3rd, 2022 / 22:00 
 

More information: 

shihan Halász Károly                                                 
e-mail: oyama@index.hu 
Tel.:+36 70 58767 07 

 
sensei Medgyes Erzsébet 
email: kuruczkyo@gmail.com 
 
 

The competition organizers wish an effective preparation and competition for every fighter! 
Osu 
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